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While Saskatoon's industrial market remains robust, new construction should be "restrained," says a

report by ICR Commercial Real Estate.

"It is still a healthy market," said Alvaro Campos, ICR market research analyst, "but there has to be a

little alterations."

Due to a flurry of construction, coupled with two large vacant warehouses, vacancy peaked to as high

as 7.31 per cent in 2012 before dropping back to the 5-6 per cent range.

"With current vacancy decreasing to 5.64 per cent, this indicates that the market is heading in the

right direction," Campos said.

According to the report, a deceleration in construction is needed due to the supply buildup from the

past few years.

The city's industrial market has grown by about 10 per cent over the past three years, averaging

422,000 square feet per year of new inventory.

According to the report, with the market's current state remaining stable, a healthy rate of growth for

the city would be an annual addition of 315,000 square feet. "Then you will be keeping that market

growing in a healthy, competitive manner," Campos said.

In recent years there have been a number of projects built on speculation with no major tenants

signing on before construction. Campos said that will change in the coming year or two.

"You will be seeing more developers building to suit (already signed clients) as opposed to building

for spec," he said.

"It is important that the market continues to grow, but it is more important that the market grows at an

adequate pace and that the right product is introduced into the market," added John Kachur, an ICR

agent specializing in the industrial market.

No tabl e new occ upancies from 2013

2630 Jasper Ave: Bioriginal Food & Science Corp

2510 Jasper Ave: Papa Bravo Industries

3911 Arthur Rose Ave: Matthews Equipment Ltd.

3810 Arthur Rose Ave: Exide Technologies Canada
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3703 Millar Ave: NCS International Co.

3028 Millar Ave: Leavitt Machinery Partnership

3611 Arthur Rose Ave: Hertz Equipment Rentals

2915B Faithful Avenue: OTV Computers

215 Marquis Drive: Wajax

302 Melville Street: Crop Production Services

820 60th Street: System Built Developments

3927 Wanuskewin Road: Saputo

4003 Arthur Rose Ave: VCM Construction
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